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ABSTRACT
Domestic abuse is a simultaneous attack on children’s and women’s human rights. Research underlines the relationality of domestic abuse, unveiling the entwined experiences of children and women. While these experiences may be connected, their rights are distinct and there are risks in viewing mothers as proxies for their children. Policy measures introduced to address COVID-19 had profound impacts on the lives of children and women experiencing domestic abuse. Drawing on an independent Children’s Rights Impact Assessment (CRIA) in Scotland, the article explores the impacts such policy measures had on children’s human rights in the context of domestic abuse. It offers insight on the opportunities and limitations of CRIAs when considering the issue of domestic abuse. CRIAs make visible and prioritise children’s human rights; however, they risk masking the relationality of rights and therefore the implementation of children’s human rights. By integrating human rights instruments – the UNCRC and the Istanbul Convention – the article offers ways to recognise children as victims of domestic abuse, while supporting connections between their rights and the women’s rights. It concludes that a Joint Protocol between the UNCRC and the Istanbul Convention is needed to integrate children’s human rights with the relationality of domestic abuse.

Introduction
Domestic abuse remains a stubborn social phenomenon that has adverse and disproportionate impacts on the human rights of children and women. Definitions and the terms used to refer to domestic abuse vary and are contested. In Scots law and policy the term domestic abuse is generally used. Article 3(b) of the Council of Europe Convention on Preventing and Combating Violence against Women and Domestic Violence (known as the Istanbul Convention) defines domestic violence as:

all acts of physical, sexual, psychological or economic violence that occur within the family or domestic unit or between former or current spouses or partners, whether or not the perpetrator shares or has shared the same residence with the victim.
This definition encompasses a range of behaviours that constitute domestic abuse in adult intimate relationships. Whilst the Convention’s preamble states that ‘children are victims of domestic violence’, explicit reference to children as victims of domestic abuse is missing from this definition, as are the relational connections between adult and child victims of domestic abuse.

The onset of the COVID-19 pandemic saw global concern about increases in the levels and intensity of domestic abuse.\(^5\) This followed learning from previous epidemics where the scale and nature of violence against women had changed and increased.\(^6\) COVID-19 policy measures that sought to prioritise rights to health and survival had unintended and serious consequences for the human rights of child and adult victims of domestic abuse. So called ‘lockdowns’ or ‘stay at home orders’ not only confined families to their homes, but also confined child and adult victims to their homes with perpetrators of domestic abuse. Disruptions to social and protective services and networks exacerbated the impact of domestic abuse on child and adult victims and adversely impacted their rights. They diminished opportunities for, and pathways to, support or protection from domestic abuse.\(^7\)

This article draws on policy analysis undertaken by the Observatory of Children’s Human Rights Scotland for the Commissioner for Children and Young People Scotland on the COVID-19 policies affecting children experiencing domestic abuse in Scotland.\(^8\) Undertaken from 11 May until 19 June 2020, the analysis uncovered concerns and provided evidence on breaches to children’s human rights in the urgent policy response to the pandemic. The article begins by orientating the reader to the relationality of child and adult victims’ experiences of domestic abuse. It then presents substantive findings from the Children’s Rights Impact Assessment (CRIA), focussing on the impact policy measures had on children’s human rights. As the analysis was undertaken following the introduction of policies, it is technically a Children’s Rights Impact Evaluation.\(^9\) By integrating provisions made under the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (UNCRC) and the Istanbul Convention, the article offers critique on the how attuned these instruments are to the relationality and distinctiveness of children’s human rights in the context of domestic abuse. It concludes by offering ways in which human rights instruments and assessment tools could be co-ordinated to monitor and support the implementation of children’s human rights in the context of domestic abuse.

**The relationality of domestic abuse**

Research with children, on their own experiences of domestic abuse, has contributed to the reconceptualisation of domestic abuse. Understandings have expanded – from domestic abuse being primarily the concern of adults and adult relationships,\(^10\) to where children are understood to be intimately involved and affected.\(^11\) Child focussed research helped uncover the interwoven yet distinct experiences of children and their mothers’ experiences of domestic abuse.

Domestic abuse occurs in relational contexts. However, the nature of these relationships and the latitude to seek help or access safety varies amongst child and adult victims. For women, domestic abuse involves being abused by an intimate or a formerly intimate partner. For a child, it involves a parent, usually a father or stepfather, abusing the child’s mother. As well as living with abuse and its consequences, a child may also be
a target of domestic abuse. By virtue of being a child, children have less opportunity to seek help or to access safety in contexts of domestic abuse. For example, children’s access to domestic abuse refuges (or shelters) or to children’s access to independent legal representation is mediated by adults. This is not to argue women’s access to help or safety is easy or straight-forward but rather to underline that children’s access may be even more complex and is often reliant on their mothers’ access.

The connections between women and children in the context of domestic abuse are well rehearsed in feminist literature. Kelly described domestic abuse as a ‘double intentioned’ form of abuse – a combined attack on women and children. This ‘attack’ extends to the mother–child relationship, where as part of the abuse direct and indirect attempts are made by the perpetrator to undermine the mother–child relationship. The entanglement between women and children may begin even before a child’s conception, through rape or when women’s rights to reproductive decision-making are restricted or violated as part of the abuse. A significant amount of domestic abuse begins or intensifies during pregnancy and, following birth, the terms or nature of the mother–child relationship may be set and controlled by the perpetrator of abuse. Domestic abuse negatively affects a woman’s capacity to parent, which in turn can impact the mother–child relationship. Abuse may take place in front of children and may witness and deal with its aftermath. Children may be coerced into being involved in the abuse of their mother. Following parental separation, abuse may continue and child contact and associated legal proceedings become a focus for it. The cumulative impact of living with fear, on-going abuse and resulting mental and physical health issues resulting can weigh heavily on and undermine the mother–child relationship.

However, as well as a place of vulnerability, the mother–child relationship is also theorised as source of strength and power for children and mothers living with and recovering from domestic abuse. Empirical research with children and women has challenged constructions of children as passive, women’s parenting as deficit, and as helped to underline the relationality of domestic abuse. Accordingly, bolstering the mother–child relationship is increasingly accepted to be key in protecting children in the context of domestic abuse. Child protection policies have slowly started to swing from framing the mother–child relationship as a place of deficit towards one of strength, increasingly recognising and emphasising women’s attempts to protect children in the context of domestic abuse. Children may also be a source of strength and power to mothers in circumstances of domestic abuse. Children act to protect themselves, their mothers, and siblings when they intervene and seek help during attacks and episodes of abuse. Women describe children as catalysts for seeking help or attempts to access safety. This focus on and optimism for the ‘mother–child relationship’ is core to feminist research and advocacy services in addressing domestic abuse. It offers an important counter to ‘mother blaming’ which has largely dominated safeguarding responses to children and domestic abuse. It also recognises findings that children often want to be supported by their mothers in recovery from domestic abuse.

However, an uncritical or unfettered commitment to the ‘mother–child relationship’ may risk obscuring the differences amongst children’s and women’s experiences and views on domestic abuse. It may acts to elide what might be the ensuing consequences for their and other familial relationships. Children’s experiences of abuse do not necessarily mirror those of women. While children’s and women’s access to safety may be
interrelated, their routes may be different. Children and women do not always have accurate or complete knowledge of each other’s experiences of domestic abuse. While women may try and protect children from abuse taking place this is not always possible, and they may underestimate children’s awareness of abuse or the impact it has on children. Not all children want to be supported by their mothers, and not all mothers are able to support their children.

Thus, this review of literature highlights the relationality of children and women in the context of domestic abuse. However, as well as connections there are points of difference – while children’s and women’s rights to protection and provision may be linked, they are not synonymous or proxies for one another.

**Methods for the CRIA**

The CRIA was undertaken in the summer of 2020 by the Observatory of Children’s Human Rights Scotland on behalf of the Commissioner for Children and Young People Scotland. The CRIA included an analysis of the COVID-19 policies affecting children experiencing domestic abuse in Scotland, it drew on considerable evidence available from before and during the pandemic. Qualitative interviews (n = 9) were carried also out with practitioners working in Scottish domestic abuse policy and practice contexts. While not a substitute for existing gaps in the systematic data collection and monitoring of the implementation of children’s human rights in Scotland, interviews helped surface qualitative evidence on the impact new and rapidly changing policies had on the rights of children experiencing domestic abuse. Additional experts also reviewed and provided feedback on the drafts of the CRIA. Together, the methods aimed to critically analyse, in the context of domestic abuse, how policy measures resulting from the pandemic met children’s human rights, how these measures were or were likely to violate them, and how any rights violations could be mitigated.

**Integrating human rights instruments**

The CRIA’s analysis was underpinned by an integration of relevant human rights instruments, including the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) and the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW). However, the substantive ‘rights lenses’ used were UNCRC and the Istanbul Convention. The United Kingdom (UK) is bound by the UNCRC by virtue of being a party to the treaty. The Scottish Government has further committed to and is amidst attempts to directly incorporate the UNCRC into domestic Scots’ law. The Council of Europe Convention on Preventing and Combating Violence against Women and Domestic Violence (Istanbul Convention) provides a comprehensive set of standards to prevent and combat violence against women and domestic violence. The UK became a signatory to the Istanbul Convention in 2012; however it has yet to ratify the Convention. The UK Government has indicated ratification will take place when the UK law is compliant with all parts of the Convention, identifying several Articles that it is wholly or partially uncompliant with.
Findings from the CRIA

Our findings are organised around the themes: protection; prosecution; provision; and participation. This represents an amalgamation of the Istanbul Convention’s 4 ‘Ps’ (protection, prosecution, provision, and prevention) and the UNCRC’s 3 ‘Ps’ (protection, provision, and participation). ‘Prevention’ is not substantively addressed in this article owing to the nature of the policy measures that had formed the CRIA analysis.

Through our findings, we explore the extent to which the UNCRC and the Istanbul Convention are attuned to the relationality of domestic abuse. We also draw out the impact that policy measures had on children’s human rights in the context of domestic abuse.

Children’s rights to protection

Article 19 of the UNCRC requires State Parties to take all appropriate legislative, administrative, social, and educational measures to protect the child from all forms of abuse, neglect or negligent treatment, maltreatment, or exploitation, including sexual abuse, while in the care of parent(s). It requires that measures should include effective procedures for establishing social programmes to provide necessary support for the child and for those who have the care of the child, as well as for other forms of prevention and for identification, reporting, referral, investigation, treatment, and follow-up of instances of child maltreatment. While ‘domestic abuse’ does not appear in Article 19, the definition of abuse used is broad, encompassing the direct and indirect abuse of children that may take place in context of domestic abuse. Article 19’s focus on support for the child and the parent offers potential to address some relational aspects of domestic abuse. However, its focus is the victimisation of the child rather than addressing links between child and adult victimisation.

Article 18 of the Istanbul Convention requires parties to take necessary legislative and other measures to protect all victims from any further acts of violence. It requires an integrated approach, to account for the relationship between victims, perpetrators, children, and the wider social environment. This offers a more explicit and nuanced approach to relational aspects of domestic abuse than the UNCRC. However, its distinction between ‘children’ and ‘victims’ risks marginalising children. It positions children in relation to adult victimisation or adult perpetration of domestic abuse rather than recognising children’s distinct rights and experiences of domestic abuse. It also appears inconsistent with the Convention’s preamble which asserts that ‘children are victims of domestic violence, including as witnesses of violence in the family’.

Article 31 of the Istanbul Convention is concerned with decisions about children’s rights to residence (custody) and child contact (visitation), in relation to one or more of their parents. It requires that decisions must take account of domestic abuse, and that residence and contact must ‘not jeopardise the rights and safety of the victim or children’. Thus, it makes explicit relational connections between child and adult victims in post-separation contact arrangements. However, it risks presuming that adult and child victims’ rights are congruent, potentially obscuring differences between children’s and women’s rights or interests in this context. In contrast, Article 9 (3) of the UNCRC squarely focuses on the rights and interests of the child. It establishes the child’s right...
to maintain personal relations and direct contact with both parents on a regular basis, when separated from one or both parents except if it is contrary to the child’s best interests. By foregrounding children’s rights in this way, the UNCRC does not make explicit the relationality of child and adult victims in post-separation parenting arrangements, unless they are also found to be detrimental to children’s best interests.

Breaches to children’s rights to protection
‘Lockdown’ policies, or ‘stay at home orders’, in response to the pandemic threatened children’s rights to protection from domestic abuse. They acted to confine children to their homes often along with the perpetrator of domestic abuse. Scottish Government guidance quickly established seeking help because of domestic abuse as constituting a reasonable excuse to leave home.40 However, it is unclear how effective this guidance was in supporting adult and child victims’ access to safety. The Coronavirus (Scotland) Act 2020 placed a duty on Ministers to take account of the nature and incidents of domestic abuse during the pandemic; however it was not clear whether this extended to children and minimal data on children was gathered. There was and is, a lack of robust data and evidence on the incidence or nature of domestic abuse affecting children – and a lack of evidence on how their rights to protection are breached or upheld in this context.

Most children who experience domestic abuse are not known to services like social work or specialist domestic abuse services.41 Children often do not meet ‘thresholds of risk’ for statutory services and the capacity of specialist domestic abuse services is limited.42 The closure of schools and early-years settings not only breached children’s rights to education (Article 28 of the UNCRC), but also breached children’s broader rights to protection. Practitioners reported an immediate halt to outreach support in schools – a key safe space for domestic abuse support, alongside an abrupt decline in school referrals to domestic abuse support services. During the initial stages of the pandemic, ‘vulnerable children’ and children of key workers were permitted to continue to attend education and childcare settings. However, in guidance43 on children’s eligibility for this provision, children who experience domestic abuse were not identified as ‘vulnerable children’ and therefore not explicitly eligible for it. Efforts were made to create ways for adult victims to seek help and access safety during lockdowns, by expanding victims’ access to helplines through supermarkets and pharmacies.44 However, parallel efforts were not made for children, rendering children’s access to help and safety contingent upon their mothers’ access.

Practitioners reported that children identified by or who were receiving services from statutory agencies like social work experienced further challenges to their rights to protection. Physical restrictions made it difficult for professionals to make direct and independent contact with a child and for ensuing referrals and, or investigations. For example, practitioners reported that attending police officers at a domestic abuse ‘incident’ were restricted in efforts to speak directly with the child and record the child’s views through physical distancing. Social workers undertaking home visits found it challenging to communicate directly with children due to physical constraints of space and the presence of others.45 This complicated children’s participation in risk and safety assessments, with subsequent negative impacts on the quality of such assessments and on the evidence used for onwards referrals to child protection, specialist services and criminal proceedings.
Schedule 3 of the Coronavirus (Scotland) Act 2020 constrained the operation of the Children’s Hearings System, the system for making child welfare decisions in Scotland. Section 67 of the Children’s Hearings (Scotland) Act 2011 had introduced ‘having a close connection with someone who carries out domestic abuse’ as a specific ground for a child’s referral to the Children’s Hearings System and in 2018–19 this was the second most common grounds for referral. However, hearings were reduced under COVID-19 policies to those that required the urgent and immediate protection of a child, limiting the implementation of children’s protection rights. Hearings took place virtually, often curtailing children’s participation rights (Article 12 of the UNCRC) with potentially negative implications for children’s protection rights. Concerns were raised by practitioners that it may not be safe for a child to discuss domestic abuse if living with the perpetrator of abuse or a child may not have adequate access to resources to digitally participate in hearings.

Restrictions meant most civil proceedings that deal with disputes about residence and child contact were suspended. On-going cases were sisted or adjourned and only ‘urgent and necessary’ cases were heard. The minority of cases that were heard took place remotely without parties present and only in cases where evidence did not require to be led. Practitioners reported that lengthy delays to new or on-going disputes about child contact risked caused significant anxiety and uncertainty to children and their mothers.

The Lord President issued guidance to parents on complying with child contact orders during the suspension of civil proceedings. The guidance made no reference to domestic abuse, children’s best interests (Article 3 of the UNCRC) nor on implementing children’s participation rights (Article 12 of the UNCRC) in these circumstances. It directed that, if Government advice on COVID-19 meant it was not possible to comply with a court order, parents could temporarily vary contact orders. In such circumstances, it encouraged indirect contact, and the use of video technology to facilitate contact. This prioritised maintaining child contact rather than considering whether or what was in a child’s best interests. In contexts of domestic abuse, changing the boundaries of court ordered contact could be dangerous. Practitioners reported that indirect and virtual contact opened up opportunities for surveillance, psychological abuse and harassment. This mode of contact was unsuitable for particular groups of children – for example, younger children, children with additional needs and children without independent or reliable access to the technology needed for virtual contact.

Policy measures confined children to their homes, but home was often not a place of safety for children with experience of domestic abuse. This group of children often do not meet thresholds of risk for statutory services, meaning mitigations that intended to safeguard ‘vulnerable’ children did not extend to many of the children who experience domestic abuse. Children’s participation in legal and safeguarding decisions, as well as safeguarding practices were restricted, and decisions about their welfare were deferred at critical junctures in their lives. Together, acting to undermine children’s protection rights.

**Children’s rights in relation to prosecution**

The Istanbul Convention establishes a series of measures to support adult and child victims during prosecution of domestic abuse. Article 56 of the Istanbul Convention
makes explicit the connections between child and adult victims, establishing a range of protective and special measures for both adult and child victims during criminal proceedings. Article 12 of the UNCRC, the UN Committee on the Rights of the Child General Comment on Article 12\textsuperscript{48} and the Council of Europe’s Guidelines on Child Friendly Justice\textsuperscript{49} also provide for children’s participation in legal proceedings. However, a key point of divergence between the Istanbul Convention and the UNCRC is the priority given to children’s best interests – Article 56 (2) of Istanbul establishes children’s best interests should be ‘taken into account’ when considering special measures for child victims’, whereas Article 3 of the UNCRC, establishes children’s best interests as ‘a primary consideration’ in all actions concerning children. The Istanbul Convention provides greater detail on the protective measures for children’s involvement in the prosecution of domestic abuse than the UNCRC. However, when combined with the Council of Europe’s guidelines on child friendly justice and the General Comment on Article 12, the UNCRC offers greater substantive and more expansive protection to children and their interests during the prosecution of domestic abuse. For example, the priority given to the timeliness of justice for children is particularly relevant considering the impact that COVID-19 policy measures had on the operation of the justice system.

**Breaches to children’s rights in relation to prosecution**

Policy measures led to the severe restriction of criminal trials, resulting in major delays to the conclusion of criminal cases. Delays and uncertainty in proceedings were reported by practitioners as a significant source of fear and trauma for children. Practitioners expressed concern about lapses in communication and notifications from the criminal justice system, as well as breaches in bail conditions with little reparation during this part of the pandemic. This all negatively impacted on children’s rights relating to prosecution and protection.

The Scottish Government acknowledged significant, increased risk and safety issues for adult victims and their children during the pandemic and issued several protective measures to address this. These included: considering custody following an incident of domestic abuse and further bail conditions if the accused were released\textsuperscript{50}; excluding domestic abuse perpetrators from early release from prison\textsuperscript{51}; and allowing domestic abuse to be one of the few non-custody summary court hearings to take place.\textsuperscript{52} Such measures offered protection to some women experiencing domestic abuse and through this advanced children’s rights to protection.

As well as problems resulting from the paralysis of parts of the criminal justice system, practitioners’ expressed concern that pre-pandemic progress made on implementing children’s rights within the criminal process was at risk of being reversed. This centred on largely on the implementation of the Domestic Abuse (Scotland) Act 2018. Sections 1 and 2 of the Act extended the prosecution of domestic abuse to include psychological violence (see also Article 33 of the Istanbul Convention). Section 5 of the Act introduced provisions on a child aggravator offence (see also Article 46 of the Istanbul Convention), raising the status of child victims of domestic abuse.

The halting of parts of the criminal justice system, resulting delays and uncertainties for children, served to undermine children’s rights to protection and in relation to the prosecution of domestic abuse. Also at risk, is the progress made towards raising the status of child victims in the prosecution of domestic abuse.
Children’s rights to provision

In addition to the provisions made in Article 19, Article 39 of the UNCRC further establishes children’s rights to support in the context of domestic abuse. It requires States Parties to take all appropriate measures to promote physical and psychological recovery and social reintegration of a child who is a victim of: any form of neglect, exploitation, or abuse; torture or any other form of cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment; or armed conflicts. Such recovery and reintegration are to take place in an environment which fosters the health, self-respect, and dignity of the child. Article 27 further requires State Parties to recognise the right of every child to a standard of living adequate for the child’s physical, mental, spiritual, moral, and social development. Article 22 of the Istanbul Convention requires parties to take the necessary legislative or other measures to provide or arrange for, in an adequate geographical distribution, immediate, short- and long-term specialist support services to any victim subjected to any of the acts of violence covered by the scope of the Convention. Parties are further required to provide or arrange for specialist women’s support services to all women victims of violence and their children. Article 23 of the Istanbul Convention makes further requirements around the provision of shelters or refuges. It requires Parties to take the necessary legislative or other measures to provide for the setting-up of appropriate, easily accessible shelters in sufficient numbers to provide safe accommodation for and to reach out pro-actively to victims, especially women and their children. Article 24 also requires parties to take the necessary legislative or other measures to set up state-wide round-the-clock (24/7) telephone helplines free of charge to provide advice to callers, confidentially or with due regard for their anonymity, in relation to all forms of violence covered by the scope of the Convention.

Comparison between these human rights instruments demonstrates not just difference in the specificity of rights for the context of domestic abuse, but also difference in the priority or status afforded to child victims and to adult victims. The UNCRC focuses squarely on children, giving children a set of independent rights prioritising their status. Whereas the Istanbul Convention focuses primarily on adults, with children brought under its auspices through their mothers. This recognises the relationality of domestic abuse, but risks marginalising children, viewing them as an extension of their mothers. But in combining the UNCRC and the Istanbul Convention, there is opportunity for children ‘to be seen’, and their rights to be prioritised and attend to the relationality of domestic abuse.

Breaches to children’s rights to provision

Practitioners reported that physical restrictions led to radical reconfiguration of the provision of domestic abuse support and advocacy services. Services transformed from largely face-to-face modes of delivery to entirely digital and telephone modes. Reconfigurations meant services were able to continue providing some support to children during this early stage of the pandemic; however, it also meant that core elements of work with children were lost, compromising children’s rights to provision (Articles 19 and 39 of the UNCRC). Access to confidential and private spaces, the use of creative and play-based methods in support contexts and other physical aspects of support, like touch and ‘being with’ children, were all diminished. This challenged the
implementation of provision rights for all children with experience of domestic abuse, with challenges felt especially acutely amongst some groups of children. For example, practitioners reported younger children; children ‘living with’ domestic abuse, without access to safe or confidential spaces at home; and children newly referred to services who may struggle to develop relationships with those working in support services to be especially affected.

For children made homeless because of domestic abuse, their rights to access housing and adequate standards of living (Article 27 of the UNCRC) were made more vulnerable during the pandemic. Practitioners reported a lack of spaces in refuges (Article 23 of Istanbul) and a resulting COVID-19 ‘backlog’ for families. Existing shortages in housing stock were exacerbated by an increased demand for housing, leaving children and women without safe or affordable housing options.54

Reconfiguration of services aimed to ensure children were able to access domestic abuse support services during the pandemic. However, this mode of service delivery did not meet the needs of all children, and some children’s rights were unmet. Homelessness, resulting from domestic abuse, further undermined children’s provision rights. Existing pressures to meet demand were exacerbated for a range of services during the pandemic, resulting in a significant toll on provision rights.

**Children’s rights to participation**

The UNCRC establishes a range of participation rights for children. Article 12 ensures children the right to be participate in decisions that affect their lives. It requires:

(1) States Parties to assure the child who is capable of forming his or her own views the right to express those views freely in all matters affecting the child, the views of the child being given due weight in accordance with the age and maturity of the child.

(2) For this purpose, the child shall be provided the opportunity to be heard in any judicial and administrative proceedings affecting the child, either directly, or through a representative or an appropriate body, in a manner consistent with the procedural rules of national law.

Articles 13, 14, 15 and 17 provide children with a broader set of participation rights – in relation to: freedom of expression; freedom of thought, conscience, and religion; freedom of association; and access to information. The UN Committee on the Rights of the Child’s General Comment on Article 12 elaborates on children's participation rights.55 It establishes the need for ‘information-sharing and dialogue’ between adults and children in a context of ‘mutual respect’. It implies children’s views should have influence on decision-making, this encompasses both decisions made about an individual child and ‘collective’ decisions about children.56 Therefore, interpreting Article 12 demands an expansive understanding of children’s participation, from children participating in individual decisions through to children participating in policy development and decision-making.

The Istanbul Convention is silent on children’s (and adult victims’) participation rights. Article 11 of the Convention requires parties to collect disaggregated relevant statistical data at regular intervals on cases of all forms of violence covered by the scope of this Convention. It further requires parties to support research in the field of all forms of
violence covered by the scope of the Convention to study its root causes and effects, incidences and conviction rates, as well as the efficacy of measures taken to implement the Convention. However, the focus here is on the effectiveness of measures and does not necessarily extend to involving and supporting child or adult victims’ participation in decision making on domestic abuse policy.

**Breaches to children’s participation rights**

As discussed earlier in the article under children’s rights to protection, practitioners expressed concern that the widespread suspension and restriction of the children’s hearings system, as well as criminal proceedings, posed serious risks to children’s participation rights, in turn breaching children’s rights to protection. In the civil justice system, children’s participation rights were extremely constrained if not entirely extinguished by the ‘urgent only’, remote hearings, approach. Methods for children’s virtual participation in the children’s hearings system were developed at pace in the context of crisis. Practitioners hoped that the pivot to pre-recorded evidence in criminal proceedings would be accelerated and expanded through COVID-19 measures, but this did not prove to be the case in summary courts, where most domestic abuse criminal cases are heard. Such virtual and timely methods have potential to improve children’s experience across the justice system. However, there is a need to evaluate this with children, to help understand what impact they have on children’s inter-related rights to protection and participation.

The CRIA found children’s broader participation in domestic abuse policymaking to be wholly absent during COVID-19. Practitioners reported concern that previous innovation in young survivors’ involvement in national policymaking had stalled. They gave examples of young survivors’ recent involvement in domestic abuse policy making and were concerned that progress and momentum in this area was lost. While there was a lack of government facilitated participation in policymaking, there were examples of young survivors’ own activism. For example, young activists created films and used social media to raise awareness of domestic abuse amongst children. While recognising that policy was made at speed, the danger was observed that, by excluding children from decision-making processes, a raft of human rights breaches follows, not only to participation rights but also to children’s protection, provision, and prosecution rights.

**Conclusion**

Through integrating the UNCRC and the Istanbul Convention, the CRIA offers a systematic way to be both child-focussed and domestic abuse sensitive in policy analysis. In other words, it enabled the policy analysis to be attuned to the relationality of child and adult victims’ experiences, while still maintaining priority and creating space for the distinctness of children’s human rights. The CRIA revealed that children who experience domestic abuse were largely absent from policy responses to the COVID-19 pandemic. Policy measures risked significant breaches to children’s rights in relation to protection, prosecution, provision, and participation. This is concerning given the prominence of the UNCRC and Istanbul Convention enjoy in both Scottish and UK policy discourses. It raises questions on the extent to which policy makers were alive to these instruments, and how embedded they are in policy making processes. It also raises
broader questions about the status of children in policymaking and on the (in)visibility of children who experience domestic abuse.

The CRIA revealed limitations in both the UNCRC and the Istanbul Convention in implementing children’s rights in the context of domestic abuse when each is considered in isolation. The UNCRC foregrounds children – ensuring children have status, prioritising a set of independent and distinct rights for children. Yet, at points the UNCRC risks masking that children live in relationships. Not only are children’s rights relational – but in the context of domestic abuse, the implementation of these rights may be entwined, interrelated and dependent on their mothers. The Istanbul Convention offers specificity in relation to the impact of domestic abuse on adult and child victims, and the measures that may help ameliorate it. However, if used on its own, the Istanbul Convention risks marginalising children – children’s status as victims and as right holders’ fades. Children risk being conceptualised as extensions of their mothers, rather than individuals with their own set of independent rights.

This brings us back to the relationality of domestic abuse and the subsequent complexities in addressing it – how to ensure that children and their rights have status in domestic abuse policy whilst attending to the connections (and at times tensions) between children’s rights and women’s rights.

Going forward, theoretical, policy and practice shifts are needed to fully recognise children’s human rights and the relationality of these with women’s human rights when experiencing domestic abuse. A Joint Protocol between the UNCRC and the Istanbul Convention is one way to do this. This would offer a systematic and tangible way to maximise children’s human rights – underpinned by a recognition that children are victims of domestic abuse, children are individuals with their own rights and needs and that children’s and women’s rights are interrelated. Ultimately, it would provide a means to make visible the protection, prosecution, provision, and participation rights of both child and adult victim-survivors of domestic abuse, enable scrutiny of the implementation of these rights and a platform from which to address breaches to these rights.
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